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(2) Certificate statement. When the re-
sults of a reinspection, appeal inspec-
tion, or Board appeal inspection service 
are based on an official file sample, the 
certificate for the reinspection service, 
the appeal inspection service, and the 
Board appeal inspection service shall 
show a statement, as specified in the 
instructions, indicating that the re-
sults are based on the official file sam-
ple. 

[50 FR 49670, Dec. 4, 1985] 

§ 800.83 Sampling provisions by kind 
of movement. 

(a) Export cargo movements—(1) Bulk 
grain. Except as may be approved by 
the Administrator on a shipment-by- 
shipment basis in an emergency, each 
inspection for official grade, official 
factor, or official criteria on an export 
cargo shipment of bulk grain shall be 
performed on official samples obtained 
from the grain (i) as the grain is being 
loaded aboard the final carrier; (ii) 
after the final elevation of the grain 
prior to loading and as near to the final 
loading spout as is physically prac-
ticable (except as approved by the Ad-
ministrator when representative sam-
ples can be obtained before the grain 
reaches the final loading spout); and 
(iii) by means of a diverter-type me-
chanical sampler approved by the Serv-
ice and operated in accordance with in-
structions. If an approved diverter-type 
mechanical sampler is not properly in-
stalled at an elevator or facility as re-
quired, each certificate issued at that 
elevator or facility for an export cargo 
shipment of bulk grain shall show a 
statement indicating the type of ap-
proved sampling method used, as pre-
scribed in the instructions. 

(2) Sacked grain. Each inspection for 
official grade, official factor, or official 
criteria on an export cargo shipment of 
sacked grain shall be performed on offi-
cial samples obtained from the grain 
by any sampling method approved by 
the Service and operated in accordance 
with instructions. 

(b) Other movements. Each inspection 
for official grade, official factor, or of-
ficial criteria on a domestic cargo 
movement (‘‘In,’’ ‘‘Out,’’ or en route 
barge movement), a movement in a 
land carrier (any movement in a rail-
car, truck trailer, truck/trailer com-

bination, or container), or a ‘‘LOCAL’’ 
movement of bulk or sacked grain 
shall be performed on official samples 
obtained from the grain by any sam-
pling method approved by the Service 
and operated in accordance with the in-
structions. 

[50 FR 49670, Dec. 4, 1985] 

§ 800.84 Inspection of grain in land 
carriers, containers, and barges in 
single lots. 

(a) General. The reinspection of bulk 
or sacked grain loaded or unloaded 
from any carrier or container, except 
shiplot grain, shall be conducted in ac-
cordance with the provisions in this 
section and procedures prescribed in 
the instructions. 

(b) Single and multiple grade proce-
dure—(1) Single grade. When grain in a 
carrier or container is offered for in-
spection as one lot and the grain is 
found to be uniform in condition, the 
grain shall be sampled, inspected, grad-
ed, and certificated as one lot. For the 
purpose of this paragraph, condition 
only includes the factors heating, 
musty, or sour. 

(2) Multiple grade. When grain in a 
carrier or container is offered for in-
spection as one lot and the grain is 
found to be not uniform in condition 
because portions of the grain are heat-
ing, musty, or sour, the grain in each 
portion will be sampled, inspected, and 
graded separately; but the results shall 
be shown on one certificate. The cer-
tificate shall show the approximate 
quantity or weight of each portion, the 
location of each portion in the carrier 
or container, and the grade of the grain 
in each portion. 

(3) Infested. If any portion of grain in 
a lot is found to be infested, according 
to applicable provisions of the Official 
U.S. Standards for Grain, the entire lot 
shall be considered infested. When 
grain in railcars or trucks with perma-
nently enclosed tops is considered in-
fested, the applicant for inspection 
shall be promptly notified and given 
the option of (i) receiving a grade cer-
tificate with a special grade designa-
tion indicating that the entire lot is in-
fested or (ii) fumigating the grain in 
the lot in accordance with instructions 
and receiving a grade certificate with-
out the special grade designation. 
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(c) One certificate per carrier: excep-
tions. Except as provided in this para-
graph, one official certificate shall be 
issued for the inspection of the grain in 
each truck, trailer, truck/trailer(s) 
combination, railcar, barge, or simi-
larly sized carrier. The requirements of 
this paragraph are not applicable: 

(1) When grain is inspected in a com-
bined lot under § 800.85; 

(2) When grain is inspected under 
paragraph (d) of this section; or 

(3) When certification is at the option 
of the applicant in accordance with in-
structions. 

(d) Bulkhead lots. If grain in a carrier 
is offered for official inspection as two 
or more lots and the lots are separated 
by bulkheads or other partitions, the 
grain in each lot shall be sampled, in-
spected, and graded separately in ac-
cordance with paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
this section. An official certificate 
shall be issued for each lot inspected. 
Each certificate shall show the term 
‘‘Bulkhead Lot,’’ the approximate 
quantity or weight of the grain in the 
lot, the location of the lot in the car-
rier, and the grade of the grain in the 
lot. 

(e) Bottom not sampled. If bulk grain 
offered for official inspection is at rest 
in a carrier or container and is fully 
accessible for sampling in an approved 
manner, except that the bottom of the 
carrier or container cannot be reached 
with each probe, the grain shall be 
sampled as thoroughly as possible with 
an approved probe. The grain in the re-
sulting samples shall be inspected, 
graded, and certificated, except that 
each certificate shall show a state-
ment, as specified in the instructions, 
indicating the depth probed. Any in-
spection which is based on a sample 
that does not represent the entire car-
rier or container does not meet the 
mandatory inspection requirements of 
section 5(a)(1) of the Act. 

(f) Partial inspection—heavily loaded— 
(1) General. When an ‘‘In’’ movement of 
bulk grain is offered for inspection at 
rest in a carrier or container and is 
loaded in such a manner that it is pos-
sible to secure only door-probe or shal-
low-probe samples, the container shall 
be considered to be ‘‘heavily loaded,’’ 
and the request for inspection either 
shall be dismissed or a partial inspec-

tion shall be made. If the request is for 
the inspection of an ‘‘Out’’ movement 
of grain, the request shall be dismissed 
on the grounds that the grain is not ac-
cessible for a correct ‘‘Out’’ inspection. 

(2) Certification procedure. If a partial 
inspection is made, the grain will be 
sampled as thoroughly as possible with 
an approved probe and inspected, grad-
ed, and a ‘‘partial inspection—heavily 
loaded’’ certificate issued. The certifi-
cate shall show the words ‘‘Partial in-
spection—heavily loaded’’ in the space 
provided for remarks. The type of sam-
ples that were obtained shall be de-
scribed in terms of ‘‘door probe’’ or 
‘‘shallow probe.’’ 

(3) Reinspection and appeal inspection 
procedure. A request for a reinspection 
or an appeal inspection service on 
grain in a carrier or container that is 
certificated as ‘‘partial inspection— 
heavily loaded’’ shall be dismissed in 
accordance with § 800.48(a)(4). 

(4) Restriction. No ‘‘partial inspec-
tion—heavily loaded’’ certificate shall 
be issued for sacked grain or any in-
spection other than the inspections de-
scribed in paragraphs (f)(1) through (4) 
of this section and § 800.85(h)(2). 

(g) Part lots—(1) General. If a portion 
of the grain in a carrier or container is 
removed, the grain that is removed and 
the grain remaining shall be considered 
separate lots. When an official inspec-
tion service is requested on either por-
tion, the grain shall be sampled, in-
spected, graded, and a ‘‘part-lot’’ in-
spection certificate issued. 

(2) Grain remaining in carrier or con-
tainer. The certificate for grain remain-
ing in a carrier or container shall show 
(i) the following completed statement: 
‘‘Partly unloaded; results based on por-
tion remaining in (show carrier or con-
tainer identification),’’ (ii) the term 
‘‘Part lot’’ following the quantity in-
formation, (iii) the identification of 
the carrier or container, and (iv) the 
estimated amount and location of the 
part lot. 

(3) Grain unloaded from carrier or con-
tainer. If grain is sampled by official 
personnel during unloading, the certifi-
cate for the grain that is unloaded 
shall show (i) the completed statement: 
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‘‘Part lot; results based on portion re-
moved from (show carrier identifica-
tion)’’ and (ii) the term ‘‘Part lot’’ fol-
lowing the quantity information. If the 
grain is not sampled by official per-
sonnel during unloading, the certifi-
cate may, upon request of the appli-
cant, show a completed statement such 
as ‘‘Applicant states grain is ex-car ’’ 
or ‘‘Applicant states grain is ex-barge 
,’’ but the certificate shall not other-
wise show a carrier or container identi-
fication or the term ‘‘Part lot.’’ 

(h) Identification for compartmented 
cars. The identification for compart-
ments in a compartmented railcar 
shall, in the absence of readily visible 
markings, be stated in terms of the lo-
cation of the grain in a compartment, 
with the first compartment at the 
brake end of the car being identified as 
B–1, and the remaining compartments 
being numbered consecutively towards 
the other end of the car. 

[50 FR 49671, Dec. 4, 1985, as amended at 57 
FR 11428, Apr. 3, 1992] 

§ 800.85 Inspection of grain in com-
bined lots. 

(a) General. The official inspection 
for grade of bulk or sacked grain load-
ed aboard, or being loaded aboard, or 
discharged from two or more carriers 
or containers (including barges de-
signed for loading aboard a ship) as a 
combined lot shall be performed ac-
cording to the provisions of this sec-
tion and procedures prescribed in the 
instructions. 

(b) Application procedure—(1) For in-
spection during loading, unloading, or at 
rest. Applications for official inspection 
of grain as a combined lot shall (i) be 
filed in accordance with § 800.116; (ii) 
show the estimated quantity of grain 
that is to be certificated as one lot; 
(iii) show the contract grade if applica-
ble; and (iv) identify each carrier into 
which grain is being loaded or from 
which grain is being unloaded. 

(2) Recertification. An application for 
recertification as a combined lot of 
grain that has been officially inspected 
and certificated as two or more single 
lots shall (i) be filed not later than 2 
business days after the latest inspec-
tion date of the single lots and (ii) 
show information specified in para-
graph (b)(1) of this section. 

(c) Inspection procedure; general—land 
carriers and barges—(1) Inspection during 
loading, or unloading, or at rest. Grain in 
two or more land carriers and barges 
that are to be officially inspected as a 
combined lot shall be sampled in a rea-
sonably continuous operation. Rep-
resentative samples shall be obtained 
from the grain in each individual car-
rier and inspected in accordance with 
procedures as prescribed in the instruc-
tions. 

(2) Recertification. Grain that has 
been officially inspected and certifi-
cated as two or more single lots may be 
recertificated as a combined lot if (i) 
the grain in each lot was sampled in a 
reasonably continuous operation; (ii) 
the original inspection certificates 
issued for the single lots have been sur-
rendered to official personnel; (iii) rep-
resentative file samples of the single 
lots are available; (iv) the grain in the 
single lots is of one grade and quality; 
(v) official personnel who performed 
the inspection service for the single 
lots and those who are to recertificate 
the grain as a combined lot determine 
that the samples used as a basis for the 
inspection of the grain in the single 
lots were representative at the time of 
sampling and have not changed in qual-
ity or condition; and (vi) the quality or 
condition of the grain meets uni-
formity requirements established by 
the Service for official inspection of 
grain in combined lots. 

(d) Weighted or mathematical average. 
Official factor and official criteria in-
formation shown on a certificate for 
grain in a combined lot shall, subject 
to the provisions of paragraphs (e) 
through (g) of this section, be based on 
the weighted or mathematical averages 
of the analysis of the sublots in the lot 
and shall be determined in accordance 
with the instructions. 

(e) Infested grain. If the grain in a 
combined lot is offered for official in-
spection as it is being loaded aboard a 
carrier and the grain, or a portion of 
the grain, in a lot is found to be in-
fested, according to applicable provi-
sions of the Official U.S. Standards for 
Grain, the applicant shall be notified 
and may exercise options specified in 
the instructions. When grain in rail-
cars or trucks with permanently en-
closed tops is considered infested, the 
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